Abstract -this article introduces a variation of the parameter method for solving homogeneous linear ordinary differential equations of the second order with constant coefficients, which are most often encountered in the oil and gas engineering when studying the drilling, production and pipeline transport of oil and gas. In addition, we derive a general method of solution for solving homogeneous linear ordinary differential equations of the second order with constant coefficients.
INTRODUCTION
The article deals with differential equations, used in oil engineering for studying well drilling processes, oil extractions, and pipe line oil and gas transport [1, 2] . Partial differential equations are often called equations of mathematical physics. For example, describing reflex movements of the layer due to mechanical action on it (for example, by a drill) Laplace equation is used. A layer is considered as a membrane [3, 4] . Describing rod string or stem movement we use a wave equation [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Studying these processes it is better to use mathematical method of solving differential equations [4, 9] . A differential equation is a function connecting an unknown function of one or several variables its derivatives with respect to one or more unknown variables [10] . If an unknown function depends only on one independent variable, this differential equation is an ordinary differential equation. The order of the ordinary differential equation is equal to the order of the higher derivative, which appears in the equation [11] . A differential equation with unknown function is linear if it is linear to unknown function and its derivatives. Difference equation 
II. THE PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
To determine the function ( ), = , which is a solution of the ordinary differential equation of the second type with constant coefficients.
III. LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER
Linear differential equation of the first order with unknown dependent variable and y and independent x is determined by formula ( ) + ( ) ( ) = ( ). . & (() ) ) [15] .
Linear differential equations of the second order Linear ordinary differential equations of the second order with an unknown dependent variable y and independent variable x is determined by formula Any variety ( ), ( ), … 2 ( ) from n of linearly independent solutions of a homogenous linear n-differential equation in the interval I is called a main solution set on the section [12] . where 5 , (i=1, 2,…, n-1, n) are arbitrary constants [16] . Common solution of the equation (1) = + + 6 . , are linearly independent solutions of the associated homogenous equation (1), and 6 is a specific solution of the equation (1) . Here, 5 , (i = 1, 2) are arbitrary constants [15] .
Constructing the second solution from the known solution: Let 
).
According to mathematical transformations we receive the second solution ( ) = ( ) ( ) in the equation (3) ( ) = ( ) 7 , where 7 = '(() and *( ) = exp ( ( . Here we used a variation of the parameters method to find common solution of a homogenous linear ordinary differential equation of the second order with constant coefficients. Besides we find common solution of a homogenous linear ordinary differential equation of the second order with constant coefficients without Moiver's theorem. Now let's study these equations from the point of view of oil engineering, precisely, well drilling. When lowering the drill tubes into the downhole, the "tube" is considered to be a "straight line" in the mathematical model. As the drill tubes diameter is less than the casing diameter, the tube oscillates during lowering, and these oscillations in oil engineering are described as "oscillation equation". Let's study these equations and solve them.
Let's study string vibration between two points. Let's take the following assumptions: 1) Tensile force extended along the string is so great that bending resistance can be neglected in comparison with the tensile force. The string is straight linear in rest;
2) Let's consider flat vibrations, that string points are in one and the same fixed plane at any given moment of time.
Let's take this plane as the coordinate system 1). Let's denote the bend string equation at the moment = ( , J . We will suppose this function continuously differentiable. Then we see that , J is the external rated for string unit mass. It is called force intensity Let's derive string vibration equation. Let tension force vector. If accourding to an mechanics, we cut out a segment Z Z from than the influence of the discarded system parts on this segment will be equal to forces action [ directed along the tangent to the arc Z Z directions.
that is when all the string points are in one and the same fixed plane at the coordinate system XOU (pic. Let's denote the bend string equation at the moment t
We will suppose this function to be twice Let Т be a string an example from from a string (pic. 2), than the influence of the discarded system parts on this , and [ , J , Z , but in different Let's prove that with our assumptions be considered constant, independent both of the point of its application and of timeJ. As string points move parallel axis parallel to this axis, then the sum of the tensile force projections on axis e is equal zero
[ cos ; 0. As cos ; c 1 we conclude As it has been said above, forces the string, their magnitude is constant and equal to the formula (4) forces projections sum equals naught. Let's calculate the total of projections onto the axis e :
Relation (5) is written for the interval , of X axis according to The external forces resultant, applied approximately be equal to ,
Now we have found all the . Let's apply the second Newton the product of mass by acceleration the acting forces (as the segment is small it can be taken as a point).
String segment mass is equal
on the string angle between X axis and a in the point with axis at the moment of little vibrations is that value ; a may than we can consider sin ; c ;, as the trigonometric function at small values of the angle is equal to the angle itself c sin ; . Where J ; c sin ;.
assumptions tensile force [ can independent both of the point of its according to the condition all move parallel axis e and external forces are the sum of the tensile force is equal zero:
forces T and T are tungsten to their magnitude is constant and equal[ . According forces projections sum T and T onto e calculate the total of these forces
the string segment, projected at according to Lagrange theorem. applied to the segment , will , J .
the forces, acting on the segment Newton's law according to which by acceleration is equal to the total of all as the segment is small it can be taken as a equal f , acceleration h : (6) is homogenous. Then it describes free vibrations of the string without action of the external forces.
IV. INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR STRING VIBRATION EQUATION
As it has been noted above, differential equations in second order partial derivatives have innumerable number of solutions depending on two arbitrary functions. To determine arbitrary functions, that is to find specific solutions it is necessary t o apply additional conditions onto the required function, ( , J). The same situation was while solving ordinary differential equations, when search of arbitrary constant from the complementary function was done according to the specified initial conditions. Boundary conditions show what happens at the string ends during oscillation. In the simplest case, when the string ends are fixed, function ( , J) must be dependent on the conditions (l = 0, ( = 0.
Let's formulate the mathematical problem, which is driven from the study of free vibrations of the string fixed at both ends.
Let's solve a homogenous linear differential equation in partial derivatives with a constant coefficient
At the initial conditions Ml Let's express stem oscillation period during lowering from the formula (5): [ = x cos J + y sin J.
If we associate the vibrations with the stem lowering speed then it will be: 7 = . w (z i − ( − )J).
VI. CONCLUSION
Here we have determined indefinite function u(x), supposing y = exp u(x)dx is a solution of the homogenous linear ordinary differential equation of the second order with constant coefficients. Moreover, we proved application of a variational parameter for solving homogenous linear ordinary differential equation of the second order with constant coefficients, which are widely used in oil engineering in solving complicated engineering problems.
